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MNI Bank of Canada Review: June 2021 
  

Executive Summary:  

  

• The Bank of Canada kept rates and policy unchanged, alongside expectations.  

• Forward guidance was maintained, with the BoC still seeing slack as fully absorbed by H2 2022. 

• July’s meeting and accompanying Monetary Policy Report now seen as ‘live’ and an opportunity for 

the Bank to trim weekly asset purchases to C$2bln from C$3bln. 

Links: 
  

• Policy Statement: https://www.bankofcanada.ca/2021/06/fad-press-release-2021-06-09/ 

 

Key Takeaways: 

Inline with the Bank’s forward guidance, the BoC kept policy unchanged in June, with the board still seeing the 

Canadian economy as having “considerable excess capacity”, therefore justifying “extraordinary monetary policy 

support”. The decision was infitting with sell-side expectations, and did little to deter markets from expecting the QE 

programme to be wound down by the end of the year, and for the first post-pandemic rate hike to follow in the 

second half of 2022. 

 

Figure 1: Median Expectations for BoC Policy Tools 

 
Source: MNI 

The policy statement acknowledged that recent activity data had fallen below their April MPR forecast, however the 

bank appeared comfortable with this economic weakness given strength in household spending and solid imports – 

suggesting domestic demand is on firm footing headed into H2. The Bank also appeared confident that the further 

rolling off of COVID activity restrictions (Ontario announced an easing of measures on Monday) will support the 

economy beyond June. 

 

This suggests that modest softness in recent data will fail to feed through materially into the new July MPR 

projections, leaving the board on track to taper asset purchases further – most likely by a further C$1bln to C$2bln 

in weekly purchases. 
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This view is well-baked into sell-side expectations for BoC policy this year, with July seen as the most opportune 

time for the BoC to taper asset purchases further (likely down to C$2bln from C$3bln currently) with asset 

purchases then gradually phased out headed into the end of 2021. Rate hikes are then expected to follow from mid-

2022 onwards. 

  

Dates to Watch: 

June 16th – May inflation  

June 23rd – April retail sales 

June 30th – April GDP  

July 5th – Bank of Canada Business Outlook Survey 

July 9th – June jobs report 

July 14th – Rate Decision, Monetary Policy Report 

 

Analyst Views (Alphabetic Order)  

Barclays: Still optimistic 

• They expect gradual reductions in the pace of asset purchases and a hike in H2 2022, in line with forward 

guidance.  

• The economy seems to be playing broadly in line with the outlook outlined in the April Monetary Policy 

Report. The overall tone was broadly optimistic; the third COVID-19 wave has dampened activity but has 

not materially derailed the recovery or changed the outlook. The statement also highlighted that quicker 

vaccinations and easing restrictions pave the way for a strong rebound. 

• The bank also left the forward guidance on rates unchanged. Further adjustments to the pace of net 

purchases will be guided by ongoing assessment of the strength and durability of the recovery.  

• Barclays think further adjustments to the pace of QE will be gradual and will be followed by policy 

normalization. The bank could opt to reduce the pace of purchases by CAD1bn each quarter, which would 

stop net purchases by year-end or early 2022. 

• If data coming out of the third COVID wave show indications of a quick rebound (as it has in the previous 

waves) then the bank could use the July meeting, which will be accompanied by an updated set of 

forecasts, to announce further tapering of asset purchases. 

• Barclays expect the BoC to start hiking in H2 2022, in line with forward guidance. If the economy turns out 

to be stronger than current BoC projections and economic data continue to point to resilience, the bank can 

start its hiking cycle earlier in H2 2022, which is what the market seems to be pricing in. 

 

BMO: General tone little changed 

• The general tone of the statement was little changed from April when the BoC was shockingly upbeat. 

• The view on the domestic economy appears to be little changed despite the April MPR overestimating Q1 

GDP growth by 1.4 ppts. Indeed, the Statement notes that Q1 GDP growth was "a robust 5.6 per cent" and 

that the details of the report point to "rising confidence and resilient demand." 

• With respect to Q2, the third wave lockdowns are "dampening economic activity...largely as anticipated." 

Note that the April MPR was projecting 3.5% growth in Q2 GDP, while BMO's forecast currently sits at 0%, 

with downside risk. For those keeping score at home, that would be a nearly 5 ppt miss over two quarters if 

we're right. 

• Meantime, the medium-term outlook for growth remains very upbeat, with increasing vaccinations driving a 

strong second half rebound. Rising commodity prices and foreign demand are expected to lend a helping 

hand as well. No qualms there, but we're unlikely to have evidence of the strength of the rebound until well 

into Q3. On the inflation front, there were no surprises.  

• The concluding paragraph didn't change much. It reiterates that there "remains considerable excess 

capacity" and that policy rates will stay at the lower bound until "economic slack is absorbed" which the April 
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MPR said was in 2022H2. With respect to further tapering, the "assessment of the strength and durability of 

the recovery" will guide that decision. 

• The C$ barely garnered a mention yet again, with the Statement noting the recent gains and accompanying 

rise in commodity prices. The lack of concern here might be viewed by the market as a green light for 

further strength. 

• After turning sharply more optimistic in April, the Bank of Canada hasn't backed off at all despite two 

months of lockdowns for large segments of the country. The willingness of policymakers to shrug off what 

could be a big miss on their first half growth forecast clearly points to a hawkish bias. 

• BMO had been expecting the next taper to come in October, as they'll have precious little evidence of the 

recovery's strength in July, but today's Statement suggests the Bank wants to act sooner rather than later. 

 

CBA: BoC likely to wait until July or October before tapering 

• The BoC still expects the policy rate to stay at 0.25% until ‘sometime in the second half of 2022’. 

• Widespread lockdown restrictions were in place across Canada in May to control a third wave of the 

virus.  The BoC will therefore likely wait until July or October before tapering bond purchases again. 

 

CIBC: BoC choose not to make any waves 

• The Bank of Canada chose not to make any waves of its own in financial markets with the third wave of the 

virus still winding down across the country. 

• With vaccinations ramping up and Covid cases falling, the statement continued to look for a strong 

economic rebound this summer led by consumer spending. Monetary policymakers continued to suggest 

that the recent rise in inflation is simply due to base effects and transitory factors, meaning they can still 

leave rates on hold until slack is absorbed in the second half of 2022. 

• While the Bank will likely need to taper purchases again this summer, the latest announcement reinforced 

the commitment to keep rates low by continuing to target a pace of $3bn dollars worth of quantitative easing 

purchases per week. Central bankers also didn't take a different view on the currency appreciation, only 

noting that it has been tied to a further rise in commodity prices. 

  

Citi: Largely in line with expectations 

• The bank acknowledged the stronger recovery in the first quarter despite the second COVID wave and 

highlighted that the third wave alongside renewed lockdown measures should result in some dampening in 

activity for the second quarter. 

• Policy guidance was also unchanged with officials suggesting the “recovery continues to require 

extraordinary monetary policy support.” 

• Citi highlighted the possibility of the central bank pushing back on some of the currency strength which they 

continue to see as a risk for ahead of Thursday's progress report. For now however, with little new 

information from the statement, USDCAD price action should be dominated by the broad USD direction. 

 

Goldman Sachs: BoC did not seem concerned about the softer activity 

• The new language noticing the rise in core inflation due “primarily” to temporary factors suggests that 

policymakers have been slightly surprised by the recent strength in core inflation in North America and will 

assess upside risks to inflation at the July meeting. 

• GS estimate an 80% probability that the BoC will reduce the pace of asset purchases further in July. They 

still expect liftoff in 2022Q4, with risks skewed toward an earlier liftoff. 

 

ING: Builds the case for higher rates 

• The Bank of Canada left policy unchanged but offered hints that markets should expect further QE tapering 

soon with a rate hike firmly on the agenda for the second half of next year 

• ING suspect the strong growth outlook means that both all of the lost GDP output and jobs could be fully 

recovered in the third quarter. This vigorous growth story, supported by additional fiscal support, together 

with supply constraints implies the potential for more inflation pressures.  

• With the economic outlook for the second half of the year undoubtedly brightening, the Bank of Canada 

remains on track to taper its asset purchases to C$2bn per week from July and conclude the QE 

programme around year-end. 
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• Furthermore, the Bank of Canada forward guidance continues to indicate that they will be at the forefront of 

• the global rate tightening cycle. 

• They anticipate that the BoC will indeed start lifting interest rates in 4Q22 with the policy rate expected to 

end next year at 0.5% and 1.25% for end-2023. 

 

JPM: Believe the prospect of further tapering at the July meeting has grown 

• As expected the Bank of Canada kept its forward guidance essentially unchanged in this morning’s 

announcement and kept the QE government bond buying program steady. 

• The Bank sounded generally upbeat about the medium-term outlook as provinces are lifting their COVID-19 

restrictions and vaccinations have ramped up strongly. Overall, JPM believe the announcement leaned 

more optimistic than cautious. As far as the outlook on further tapering, the decision depends on the Bank’s 

“ongoing assessment of the strength and durability of the recovery.” 

• Their sense is that the bank signalled that it has checked some boxes on that policy guideline so believe the 

prospect of further tapering at the July meeting has grown. A key consideration will be the June Labor Force 

Survey, which the Bank will be able to digest before the next meeting in July. 

• They believe the Bank will want to see clear evidence of a re-boot of the labor market recovery after the 

labor market was slammed in April and May on tightening third-wave restrictions in the provinces. 

Moreover, the Bank will be looking for firms to generally maintain their solid outlook on post-pandemic 

economic conditions; the 2Q Business Outlook Survey will be released on July 5. 

• JPM have adjusted their policy rate forecast in April and now expect the Bank to raise the rate in 4Q22. 

 

RBC: Strong possibility of taper in July 

• The final paragraph was functionally unchanged in noting considerable excess slack, the forward guidance 

assessment and reiterating that decisions regarding the future pace of purchases will depend on the 

strength and durability of the recovery. 

• The Bank’s economic assessment said developments in Canada were broadly in line with the April MPR. 

• The next policy change expected is a further taper in the BoC’s QE purchases, likely a move down to 

C$2bn/wk from the current C$3bn/wk. The BoC retaining the language on adjusting purchases depending 

on the recovery means that this can come at any time. 

• With the BoC noting the Canadian economy is evolving broadly in line with the April MPR, the main 

question is whether the BoC is confident enough in its assessment of the expected acceleration in activity 

by the July MPR. RBC think the meeting is a strong possibility for the next step in its taper (to C$2bn/wk), 

with September also an option. 

 

Scotiabank: BoC stays on track 

• While leaving policy variables unchanged as expected, the Bank of Canada’s core message is that they 

continue to set a high bar against being blown off course as the economy transitions away from the waning 

third wave of COVID-19 cases. 

• The statement was shrugged off by markets because it was the expected placeholder, but the tone keeps 

the door open to continuing along a “gradual and measured” path of adjustments toward exiting 

unprecedented stimulus. That likely keeps tapering in July as a serious option. 

• The exact taper path is uncertain as all they’ve indicated is that it won’t be abrupt versus spread out. There 

are four meetings to go until year-end and possibly five counting January 2022. Three of those (July, 

October, January) are MPR meetings. To date, the BoC has preferred tapering at MPR meetings with press 

conferences but it’s not guaranteed that will continue to be the preference. 

 

TD Securities: Continues to expect another QE taper in July 

• As expected, the Bank described local conditions as evolving "broadly in line with the outlook in the April 

Monetary Policy Report" and brushed off the disappointment on Q1 GDP. The Bank also did not express 

concern over the anticipated impact of recent lockdowns, noting that some dampening of activity was 

expected. 

• The Bank's discussion of inflationary pressures was slightly more interesting; the Bank described the recent 

performance as consistent with projections from the April MPR, but also noted that there were other factors 

besides base-effects that were contributing to recent strength. The Bank flagged gasoline prices, along with 
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"other temporary factors" that were supporting core inflation measures. It repeated that inflation will ease 

once base-effects subside, but also noted that inflation is likely to remain near 3% through the summer. 

• The forward-looking component of the policy statement was unchanged from April. The Bank repeated that 

considerable excess capacity continues to require extraordinary monetary policy support, and that it will 

hold the policy rate at the effective lower bound until slack is absorbed (in the second half of 2022). The 

Bank also repeated that adjustments to QE will be guided by the Bank's "ongoing assessment of the 

strength and durability of the recovery". 

• TDS believe that the Bank will continue to express confidence in the recovery through the summer. As such 

they continue to look for another QE taper at the July policy meeting, and look for the first BoC rate hike in 

October 2022. 

 

 

MNI Policy 

MNI STATE OF PLAY: BOC Optimism Keeps Focus on July QE Taper 

 

By Greg Quinn 

The Bank of Canada's emphasis on a strong rebound from a third wave of Covid shutdowns keeps market 
expectations focused on Governor Tiff Macklem tapering QE again at the next meeting in July, widening a lead over 
other major central banks in exiting emergency policies. 

Policy makers in a decision Wednesday pointed to first-quarter GDP growth that only slightly missed its estimate 
and had positive details on confidence and demand. There were no mentions of potential drags from a dollar trading 
around the strongest since 2015 or an overheated housing market. 

"With vaccinations proceeding at a faster pace, and provincial containment restrictions on an easing path over the 
summer, the Canadian economy is expected to rebound strongly, led by consumer spending," the Bank said. 

Before the decision about half the market saw a potential taper to CAD2 billion at the July meeting that comes with 
a fresh economic forecast, while others saw tapering left until September or later to ensure the economy is back on 
track. 

"The willingness of policymakers to shrug off what could be a big miss on their first half growth forecast clearly 
points to a hawkish bias," Benjamin Reitzes at Bank of Montreal wrote in a research note. 

FOLLOW-UP SPEECH THURSDAY 

The BOC agrees with other central banks that lot of stimulus must remain in place to tackle a buildup of economic 
slack that will hold down inflation pressures. The BOC reiterated that even inflation at the fastest pace in a decade 
of 3.4% is linked to base effects that will fade later this year. 

Conditions for a rate increase based on inflation stabilizing around the BOC's 2% target may be in place in the 
second half of next year, according to the decision, echoing past language. Job market weakness remains a 
concern beyond the Bank's single inflation mandate, with policy makers noting "the employment rate remains well 
below its pre-pandemic level, with low wage workers, youth and women continuing to bear the brunt of job losses." 

Investors should watch for a speech Thursday at 1pm EST by Deputy Governor Tim Lane followed by a press 
conference for additional clues. Deputy Governor Paul Beaudry has an academic lecture on Friday, but that is 
unlikely to be focused on market developments. 

http://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9535976Biz48787185
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MNI INTERVIEW: Rebound Justifies Further BOC Taper-Ex Official 
 

By Greg Quinn 

Canada's economy will deliver the jobs and GDP rebound needed for the central bank to taper QE again in July, 
former central bank and finance department economist Charles St-Arnaud told MNI. 

That's true even when factoring in the setback around April when provinces went back into stricter Covid 
lockdowns, which are now being lifted anyway, said St-Arnaud. 

"It's clear that it's only temporary," he said of the slowdown. "As provinces re-open in June and July we recover 
very quickly." 

The BOC on Wednesday held a record low 0.25% policy rate and continued CAD3 billion a week of federal bond 
purchases, while highlighting a strong economic rebound and saying decisions on QE depend on the "the 
strength and durability" of the recovery. 

EXTREME HONESTY 

The evidence so far is the economy has shifted into a phase where companies are struggling to keep up with 
demand, said St-Arnaud, now chief economist at Credit Union Central Alberta. 

The full recovery won't be complete until face-to-face commerce and shopping are restored, he said. Canada 
lagged the U.S. and U.K. on vaccinations earlier this year but in recent weeks has done better by some 
measures. The economic backdrop for Canada makes it reasonable for Governor Tiff Macklem to offer up 
comments about unwinding emergency tools, St-Arnaud said. 

"In some ways the Bank of Canada has been extremely honest and saying what it thinks. Once the economy 
recovers, does it make sense to keep doing QE and keeping the rate at the lower bound?" 

More candor could arrive Thursday with a speech at 1pm EST by Deputy Governor Tim Lane, which is followed 
by a press conference. One question likely to come up is why Wednesday's statement didn't say more about a 
Canadian dollar that has touched the highest since 2015 even as many economists see the U.S. growing faster 
this year on massive fiscal stimulus. 

SLOWER RATE-INCREASE PATH 

The Canadian dollar's gains come amid a surge in prices for exported commodities, but even if some 
manufacturers are hurt there are offsets because the currency is boosting the purchasing power of other firms 
and households, St-Arnaud said. Broad-based weakness in the U.S. dollar earlier this year is another sign 
Canada's currency gain hasn't been out of line, he said. 

The BOC in the near term doesn't seem poised to again advance its guidance for the policy interest rate to 
remain on hold until the second half of 2022. That may require the jobless rate falling to around 6% from May's 
8.2% rate, and that will take until the middle of next year, St-Arnaud said. 

"We have come quite far," already, he said. "Even if they were to gradually increase to 1%, 1% would still be 
stimulative." 

 

 

http://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9535976Biz48798439

